
LIVE Online Summit! 

Neurodiversity Affirming Therapy with Autism & 

ADHD Clients 
 

Presented by experienced clinical psychologist, Monique Mitchelson 

Thursday-Friday, 23-24 March 2023 | 9:00 am to 4:30 pm AEDT 

$796.00 Value 

Just $199.95 Today - Outstanding Savings! 

 REGISTER HERE 

You'll also earn up to 19 CPD Hours. 

 

Autism, ADHD, & Other Neurodiverse Variations: 
Neurological Differences to Be Respected, NOT Diseases to Be Cured 

The world can be cruel to neurodivergent people. 

As a result, many of our neurodivergent clients lock their true selves away behind 

a mask of “normal” … 

But the constant effort to be something they’re not comes at a heavy mental and 

emotional cost. 

While they may blend in on the surface… 

Behind that façade they struggle with a mistrust of themselves, hatred for their bodies, 

and fear of their desires. 

To undo years emotional damage, they need a clinician who can collaborate with 

them to find their unique strengths and talents. 

With Neurodiversity Affirming Therapy, YOU can be that clinician. 

This powerful model recognises that neurodivergence itself is NOT a flaw or disability to 

be “fixed”. Neurodiversity Affirming Therapy shows you how to adapt your current 

modalities to this diverse population to work with your clients’ strengths. 

With this insight, you can help them overcome depression, anxiety, self-harm, suicidal 

thoughts, and other co-occurring mental health conditions that come from trying to fit 

into a world that wasn’t built for them. 

In this live online summit, Clinical Psychologist Monique Mitchelson reveals a simple 

Neurodiversity Affirming therapy model you can add to your practice immediately… 

https://catalogue.pesi.com.au/sales/au_s_022214_neurodiversityaffirmingtherapy_psy_matters_asia-605535


And connect authentically with your neurodivergent clients so they can finally thrive in a 

neurotypical world. 

Register today! 

This live online summit will also cover topics such as: 

▪ Stimming 

▪ Neurodivergent masking and unmasking 

▪ Developing self-compassion and self-acceptance 

▪ Neurodivergent trauma and burnout 

▪ Sensory needs 

▪ Interoception skills 

▪ Executive functioning 

▪ And much more! 

You’ll also receive a curated library of Neurodiversity Affirming resources for clients and 

practitioners including podcasts, books, organisations, neurodivergent role models, and 

more! 

 

You’ll end this training with expert insights into your past, current, and future practices 

with neurodivergent clients… 

 

So you’ll know where things went wrong in the past, and exactly what to do and say with 

neurodivergent clients going forward so they get “unstuck” and start to progress toward 

self-acceptance, confidence, and better relationships. 

MEET YOUR EXPERT 

Monique Mitchelson an experienced Clinical Psychologist with an 

interest in Neurodiversity, particularly in women and girls. She 

works with many neurodiverse clients with ADHD or who are 

Autistic and has a neurodiverse and LGBTQ+ safe workspace. 

Monique also has lived experience of being Neurodivergent. 

Click here for information about Monique Michelson. 

 

Register today to get this FREE BONUS online training ($199 value)—

includes 6 CPD hours! 

Open Dialogue: An Innovative and Inclusive Way to Emphasise Humanity: 

Understanding and working with people in personal, family, and social contexts 
Digital seminar with Renata Porzig-Drummond, PhD, BSc Psychology (Hon), Grad Dip Psychology, 

BA, Cert Holistic Couns 

 

 

https://catalogue.pesi.com.au/Items/GetProductSpeaker?productId=117229&tokenType=Firstname_Lastname_WithBio&SpeakerId=2012182
https://catalogue.pesi.com.au/sales/au_s_022214_neurodiversityaffirmingtherapy_psy_matters_asia-605535

